Nicholas II
Russia promised to withdraw all obstacles to the construction of the Bagdad railway. Although the Potsdam conversations were criticized in Paris and London as undermining the very foundation of the Triple Entente (according to Bethmann Hollweg, Russia and Germany reaffirmed in Potsdam their determination not to enter into hostile combinations against each other), the Russo-German agreement on the Near East appeared promising and fruitful. Following the example of Russia, Great Britain and the other Powers with interests in the Near East succeeded in composing their differences with Germany, and an agreement designed to ensure the completion of the Bagdad railway was initialed in mid-June, 1914. Its ratification was prevented by the outbreak of the First World War.
THE BOSNIAN CRISIS, 1907-1909
With the appointment of Izvolsky as foreign minister (1906), the emphasis of Russian diplomatic activity shifted from the Far East to Europe. The new minister endeavored to restore Russia's prestige— and to win the applause of his countrymen and of the world—by spectacular diplomatic action. He seized the opportunity offered by the international situation to reopen two venerable problems of Grosse Politik: the Aland Islands and the Straits of Constantinople. Both stemmed from the Treaty of Paris of 1856, imposed on Russia restrictions deemed incompatible with her status as a great Power, and unfolded tempting vistas of ingenious diplomatic combinations, highly secret negotiations, much-publicized conferences, and grandiloquent international treaties.
The gist of the Aland Islands issue was engagingly simple. By the Treaty of Paris Russia was forbidden to fortify this archipelago ofi the coast of Sweden. The dissolution in October, 1905? of the union between Sweden and Norway disturbed the status quo in the Baltic and raised a host of intricate questions of international law. Izvolsky judged the moment opportune for the abrogation of the restrictive Aland Islands clause, thus erasing th€ humiliation (of which most Russians were blissfully oblivious) inflicted upon Russia after the defeat of the Crimean War. Baron M. Taube, IzvolskyTs chief legal adviser, argued in vain that in bo conceivable contingency could the demilitarization provision work to the detriment of Russian interests.17 Izvolsky refused to be swayed. He engaged in complex diplomatic maneuvers;
17 Taube, op. cit, p. 128.

